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Analytics: Laying the Foundation for 
Supply Chain Digital Transformation 

The role of analytics in supply chain digital transformation
The Hackett Group has developed a digital transformation framework for supply chain that incorporates analytics and 
insights as its underlying foundation (Fig. 1). Establishing an effective analytics and insight-driven enterprise enables 
the other four digital supply chain capabilities included in the framework: digital customer engagement, digital 
workforce, digital service optimization and digital ecosystem. Effective execution of analytics and an insight-driven 
enterprise requires three critical components: 

• Capture and integration of large, complex data sets.

• Deployment of big data technology to manage the data effectively and efficiently.

• Use of descriptive, diagnostic, predictive and prescriptive analytics to uncover insights from diverse, complex 
and large-scale data sets.
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As supply chain leaders set objectives and strategies for 2018 and beyond, digital transformation should be top of 
mind. While 94% of organizations say digital transformation will fundamentally change supply chains, only 44% 
have a strategy for getting there, according to The Hackett Group’s recent supply chain trends study. Analytics and 
insight-driven decision making should be focus areas for supply chain leaders, as they are foundational to digital 
transformation. This article highlights the increasing importance of using analytics to drive improved supply chain 
performance and includes key trends, an analytics framework, an analytics capability maturity model, ways business 
objectives are enabled by analytics, and key considerations for a roadmap for implementing advanced supply chain 
analytics as the first step of digital transformation.

FIG. 1   Digital transformation framework for supply chain
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Source: The Hackett Group
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Supply chain leaders are 100% aligned on the increased importance of deploying advanced analytics over the next 
two-to-three years to drive decision making per The Hackett Group’s recent supply chain trends study – in fact, over 
two thirds of them deemed it to be of critical importance (Fig. 2). 

However, there appears to be an opportunity to close the gap in adoption of a number of supply chain analytics use 
cases that supply chain leaders deem to be important (Fig. 3). Examples of these are:

• Forecast accuracy.

• Demand patterns and forecast creation, using internal and external data.

• Product tracking traceability.

• Transportation performance.

• Analysis of product returns.

The benefits of supply chain analytics are too great to be ignored. Based on The Hackett Group’s experience, key 
benefits drawn from measuring supply chain performance using analytics include:

• Better outcomes driven by using a performance baseline: A majority of organizations that complete formal 
business cases with cost and benefits realize better results.

FIG. 2   Projected level of importance of advanced supply chain analytics in the next 2-to-3 years
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FIG. 3   Supply chain analytics use cases: adoption vs. importance ratings
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• Results driven by accountability and visibility: Significantly higher productivity levels are realized in organizations 
that routinely measure transactions per FTE, compared to organizations that do not have this measurement 
practice.

• Visibility of global data: Top performers consistently say global visibility of customer information and business 
volumes are very important to realizing their strategies.

• Putting teeth behind performance goals and align incentives to the metrics: A majority of top performers link 
incentive compensation with achievement of key improvement objectives, with metrics aligned to the business 
goals.

Trends in the application of advanced supply chain analytics

So, what types of analytics use cases are on the agenda for supply chain leaders over the next two-to-three 
years? 

The Hackett Group’s recent study of supply chain trends identified analytics use cases that are increasing in 
importance to supply chain leaders across four key dimensions: reduce cost, improve quality, improve service and 
improve working capital (optimize inventory) (Fig. 4). Examples of analytics use cases gaining in importance across 
these dimensions are:

• Reduce cost: optimizing production and sourcing to reduce total landed costs (81% of respondents).

• Improve quality: identifying and resolving of quality defect trends and root causes (75% of respondents).

• Improve service: measuring and analyzing transportation performance (76% of respondents).

• Improve working capital (optimize inventory): optimizing inventory levels to balance working capital investment 
with service levels (82% of respondents).

FIG. 4   Projected level of importance of supply chain analytics use cases in the next 2-to-3 years  
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What are the trends in technology and organization enablers being used to support supply chain analytics?
To enable these analytics use cases, supply chain leaders need to consider how their technology tools and 
organizations need to evolve as they develop their roadmaps. With regard to technology, supply chain organizations 
are prioritizing technology related to analytics (Fig. 5) – supply chain leaders are focused on:

• Virtual collaboration that enables analytics across various geographies. 

• Improved ERP functionality and greater integration of systems to produce more holistic, end-to-end data for 
analysis.

• The development of models, optimization tools and dashboards. 

With regard to the organization and enterprise talent, supply chain organizations are looking to develop their talent 
pool in lockstep with their internal and external data capture and integration and technology initiatives in their 
implementation roadmaps. Supply chain leaders are focused on talent that:

• Understands underlying data concepts to effectively communicate decisions to senior leadership and to their 
teams

• Understands how to integrate analytics into everyday decision making processes

• Can design and develop robust analytics solutions through data science and application development

• Views analytics as a tool to build competitive advantage relative to competitors in the marketplace

Despite positive momentum, The Hackett Group’s experience indicates that many supply chain leaders continue 
to face challenges that impede their ability to capitalize on these trends. These challenges (opportunity areas to 
address) include: 

• Disparate processes across functions and geographies

• Information silos, preventing the sharing of information across functions

• Measurement minutiae – measuring every component of the detail in numerous ways distracts focus from the 
most meaning key performance indicators 

• “Islands of excellence” – essentially, focusing on optimizing sub-components, but not the big picture for the 
organization

FIG. 5   Projected level of importance of supply chain-related technology in the next 2-to-3 years 
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Continuum of supply chain analytic capabilities
Supply chain leaders consume analytics ranging from descriptive, rearview-facing reports to prescriptive and 
forward-looking analytics to drive meaningful decision making (Fig. 6). The Hackett Group has defined the types of 
supply chain analytics that differentiate based on insights sought and how they feed decision-making processes:

• Descriptive analytics (What happened?) use historical data to report performance but provide limited, if any, 
insights on how to improve business performance. 

• Diagnostic analytics (Why did it happen?) layer deeper, root-cause-based analysis onto historical, fact-based 
descriptive analytics to explain why certain events took place (e.g., attribution of key variables).

• Predictive analytics (What will happen?) transition from rearview, root cause analysis to forward-looking, 
future-based predictions based on key events and their attributions. Predictive analytics provide organizations 
with the ability to be proactive rather than reactive.

• Prescriptive analytics (How can we do better?) look to optimize how the organization operates (e.g., next best 
action, artificial intelligence) through machine-driven rapid translation of insight into action.

Implementation of this range of supply chain analytic types requires organizations to assess their current capabilities 
and desired future-state model so they can define their analytics journey. To support that, The Hackett Group has 
defined four stages of maturity for analytics capabilities (Fig 7).

FIG. 6   Supply chain analytics framework
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Most companies operate in stage 1 and stage 2, with small pockets building toward stage 3. The organizations 
in the early stages of the maturity model (stages 1 and 2) may interpret having a visualization tool or an advanced 
statistical analytics suite as having analytics. However, there is an ecosystem of required technologies that needs to 
be assembled underneath the visualization tool to perform as a comprehensive end-to-end analytics solution (Fig. 8). 

Organizations in stages 3 and 4 have the analytical maturity to understand the importance of each of these elements 
and include them in their supply chain analytics solutions. In addition, a stage 4 organization leverages analytics across 
the analytic type continuum to align them based on the requirements for supporting respective decision making.

FIG. 7   Supply chain analytics maturity model
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Aligning your analytics with your goals and strategies
Based on The Hackett Group’s experience and best practices in designing an advanced analytics roadmap, it is 
important to first define your strategic objectives. Building on your strategic objectives, you can then design your 
analytics pathway (Fig. 9):

• Define the scope of the supply chain to include in your analytics.

• Identify the required analyses and tools and technology required.

• Identify the internal and external data requirements.

Once business goals and scope are defined, the supply chain analytics use cases and associated metrics can be 
identified that will provide required insights to drive decision making. The Hackett Group’s experience has identified 
specific supply chain analytics use cases to deploy to achieve various business goals (Fig. 10). 

FIG. 9   Using advanced analytics to achieve supply chain objectives
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Source: The Hackett Group
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Depending on the insight sought to drive decision making, these supply chain analytics use cases fall across the 
diagnostic, predictive and prescriptive analytic types depicted in Fig. 6, the supply chain analytics framework. An 
example of recommended approaches and metrics to include for analytics use cases tied to improving profitability, 
specifically cost reduction, is included in Fig. 11. 

The Hackett Group’s perspective
The supply chain analytics revolution is under way as part of the journey to digital transformation, driven by more 
easily accessible technology, a strong talent pool and numerous and rich data sources. If implemented effectively 
and run efficiently, supply chain analytics provides a powerful tool for driving vastly improved, insight-driven business 
results and creating a sustainable competitive advantage.

As supply chain leaders define their roadmaps for the next two to three years, based on The Hackett Group’s 
experience, critical considerations for successful implementation include:

• Deliver value early: Understand that realizing value requires investment, and the earlier that initiatives can 
justify the investment, the higher the likelihood of continuing to receive executive-level sponsorship.

• Use pilot programs to demonstrate value: Testing and learning in an iterative and safe environment through a 
pilot can accelerate the value creation process.

• Build team of “power users” and data scientists: A team that works within the business enhances the 
organization structure to take advantage of developing and interpreting the analytics insights and to translate 
them into action.

With the right approach, companies can develop a roadmap that ties the analytics back to the organization’s 
goals, drive insights to continually drive toward improved performance and set the stage for the rest of the digital 
transformation journey.

FIG. 11   End-to-end framework to link metrics to supply chain analytics use cases to business goals

Source: The Hackett Group
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